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ABSTRACT
The increasing quality of smartphone cameras and variety
of photo editing applications, in addition to the rise in pop-
ularity of image-centric social media, have all led to a phe-
nomenal growth in mobile-based photography. Advances in
computer vision and machine learning techniques provide
a large number of cloud-based services with the ability to
provide content analysis, face recognition, and object detec-
tion facilities to third parties. These inferences and analytics
might come with undesired privacy risks to the individuals.
In this paper, we address a fundamental challenge: Can
we utilize the local processing capabilities of modern smart-
phones efficiently to provide desired features to approved an-
alytics services, while protecting against undesired inference
attacks and preserving privacy on the cloud? We propose a
hybrid architecture for a distributed deep learning model be-
tween the smartphone and the cloud. We rely on the Siamese
network and machine learning approaches for providing pri-
vacy based on defined privacy constraints. We also use trans-
fer learning techniques to evaluate the proposed method. Us-
ing the latest deep learning models for Face Recognition,
Emotion Detection, and Gender Classification techniques,
we demonstrate the effectiveness of our technique in pro-
viding highly accurate classification results for the desired
analytics, while proving strong privacy guarantees.
1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing availability of diverse applications and
sensors on smartphones, in addition to their generous
processing and storage capabilities, have made them an
essential and inseparable part of our daily lives. Many
of the applications utilize a range of data obtained from
the camera or other sensors available on the phone. Ma-
jority of applications are free, relying on information
harvesting from their users’ personal data for targeted
advertising. This practice has a number of privacy con-
cerns and resource impacts for the users [26, 40]. Pre-
serving individuals’ privacy, versus detailed data ana-
lytics, face a dichotomy in this space. Cloud-based ma-
chine learning algorithms can provide beneficial or in-
teresting services (e.g., health apps, or an image-based
search app), however, their reliance on excessive data
collection form the users can have consequences which
are unknown to the user (e.g., face recognition for tar-
geted social advertising). While complete data oﬄoad-
ing to a cloud provider can have immediate or future po-
tential privacy risks, techniques relying on performing
complete analytics at the user end, or encryption-based
methods, also come with their own resource limitations
and user experience penalties (see Section 7 for detailed
discussions).
In this paper, we focus on achieving a compromise be-
tween resource-hungry local analytics on a smartphone,
versus privacy-invasive cloud-based services. We use
smartphone as a system where tasks such as machine
learning, specifically Deep Learning (DL), has been im-
plemented successfully. We use image analytics (e.g.,
gender classification, emotion detection, and face recog-
nition) as examples of desired tasks. Recently, deep
learning have been used for many image analysis tasks [13,
39, 46]. More specifically, Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) is one of the powerful instances of deep
models for doing image analysis. In order to achieve
high accuracy in a specific task like object recognition,
CNNs are trained using a large training dataset. More
recently, a number of works [20,23,24] address the prob-
lem of inference using1 deep models on mobile phones.
Using complex and accurate deep models in mobile phones
however requires significant processing and memory re-
sources. On the other hand, cloud-based mobile com-
puting models have a number of privacy risks [17, 37].
For example, when an application sends its user’s pic-
ture to the cloud for image analysis tasks like tagging
or annotating, sensitive information form the user or
other individuals in the picture such a identity, age or
race can be disclosed.
Apart from the resource considerations, an analyt-
ics service or an app provider might not be keen on
sharing their valuable and highly tuned trained model.
Hence, it is not always possible to assume local pro-
cessing (e.g., a deep learning model on a smartphone)
1In this paper, by inference we mean applying a pre-trained
deep model on an input to obtain the output, which is dif-
ferent from statistical inference.
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is a viable solution even if the task duration, memory
and processing requirements are not important for the
user or tasks can be performed when the user is not
actively using their phone (e.g., while the phone is be-
ing charged overnight). Some solutions for protecting
data privacy have been centered around data reduction
(e.g., via blurring and sampling), although most data
reduction methods decrease accuracy for all tasks. Al-
ternatively, noise addition to the source data has been
suggested in recent works (see 7 for detailed discussions)
to achieve privacy while allowing certain broader data
analytics tasks to be carried on the data. As an exem-
plar use case for this paper, we consider a case where
we wish to enable specific inference tasks such as gender
classification or emotion detection on images taken on a
smartphone, while protecting against a privacy-invasive
task such as face recognition by a cloud operator hav-
ing access to rich training data and pre-trained models
(e.g., Google and Facebook). Here, we refer to the first
solution (where all the inference takes place locally) and
the second solution (where all the inference happens in
the cloud) as the mobile and the cloud solutions, re-
spectively.
In this paper, we design and evaluate a hybrid archi-
tecture where the mobile system and the cloud provider
collaborate on completing the inference task. In this
way, we can augment the mobile system to benefit from
the cloud processing efficiency while addressing the pri-
vacy concerns. We concentrate on data mining appli-
cations where in order to get certain services from a
provider, sending the data to the cloud is inevitable. As
a specific exemplar of this general class of services, we
consider image processing applications using deep learn-
ing. We address the challenge of performing certain ap-
proved image analytics in the cloud, without disclosing
important information which could lead to other infer-
ences such as identity leak via face recognition. Our
approach relies on optimizing the layer separation of
the pre-trained deep models. Primary layers are held
on the mobile and the secondary ones on the cloud. In
this way, the inference task starts by applying the pri-
mary layers of a feature extractor on the mobile, and
continues by sending the resultant features to the cloud
and, end by applying the secondary classification layers
in cloud. We demonstrate that our proposed solution
does not have the overhead of executing the whole deep
model on the mobile, while it will be favored by a cloud
provider as the user does not have access to their com-
plete model and part of the inference should be done on
the cloud. We introduce a method to manipulate the
extracted features (from the primary layers) in a way
that irrelevant extra information can not leak, hence
addressing the privacy challenges of cloud solution. To
do this, we alter the training phase by applying Siamese
networks [10] and by employing a noise addition mech-
anism for increased privacy.
We evaluate our general approach using experiments
on two applications with different deep models. The
first one is gender classification and the second one is
facial expression detection; in both cases, we want to do
a task using cloud processing while simultaneously pro-
tecting the user identity against face recognition mod-
els in the cloud. In Section 3.3, we use two methods to
quantify the privacy guarantees of our approach. One
is to use transfer learning [47] which proves that face
recognition is impractical by even using the state of the
art models. Our other method provides us with strong
guarantee by introducing a new way to quantify the pri-
vacy constraints. By strong guarantee, we mean that
our method is model independent and prove that no
learning model can compromise its privacy. Our ap-
plications and evaluations results in Section 4.2 show
that our framework is general and can be used for any
application which uses a deep learning model.
Our main contributions in this paper include:
• Proposing a machine learning framework for privacy-
preserving mobile analytics on a cloud system and
embedding deep networks on it;
• Developing a new technique for training deep mod-
els based on the Siamese architecture, which en-
ables privacy at the point of oﬄoading to the cloud;
• Performing evaluation of this framework across two
common deep models: VGG-16 and VGG-S and
two applications: gender classification and emo-
tion detection in a way that we preserve the pri-
vacy relating to iface recognition.
2. MACHINE LEARNING FRAMEWORK
For enabling privacy-preserving analytics, we need a
classification method with the following functions:
• Getting the input data (e.g. an image) from the
client device (e.g., a smartphone);
• Performing the primary classification task (e.g. gen-
der classification) on the client device;
• Oﬄoading the resource-hungry machine learning
operations to the cloud;
• Applying privacy-preserving measures to the data;
• Preserving the information needed for a secondary
classification task (e.g. face recognition) from the
server as much as possible.
In this part, we present a general framework for this
objective. We define the main modules between the
client device and the cloud server, and data communi-
cation between them. Figure 1 presents an overview of
the framework. We can break down the analytics pro-
cess into feature extraction and classification modules:
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Figure 1: Privacy preserving machine learning frame-
work
• Feature Extractor : This module gets the input
data, operates an algorithm on the input data and
outputs a new feature vector. This intermediate
feature vector needs to keep the necessary infor-
mation about the first classification task (CT1),
while protecting against the second classification
task (CT2) as much as possible. Usually, these two
objectives are contradictory, i.e., decreasing the in-
formation available to CT2 causes a decrease in the
information available to CT1 too. An ideal feature
extractor module would keep enough information
about CT1 despite hiding information available to
CT2 as much as possible. The first objective could
be quantified by evaluating the CT1 classifier ac-
curacy. The measure for the privacy-preservation
will be explored in section 3.3.
• Classifier : This module gets the intermediate fea-
tures, generated by the feature extractor, as its in-
put for the CT1 classifier. In practice, this module
can be any ordinary classifier and privacy of inter-
mediate data will be ensured by the first module
(feature extractor).
As most cloud providers do not set the user privacy
as their primary concern, a validation method is needed
for the user to ensure that their privacy is warranted.
This validation method could be tailored based on the
design of each module, so every instance of this frame-
work needs a specific validation method. In order to
use this framework in a specific scenario we should de-
termine the followings:
• Choosing an appropriate CT1 classifier.
• Designing a feature extractor and evaluate its pri-
vacy.
• Designing a privacy validation method for client
In Section 3, we explain our proposed system archi-
tecture based on this framework.
3. DEEP PRIV-EMBEDDING
Due to the increasing popularity of DL models in an-
alytics applications, in this section we address how to
(a) Training simple embedding
(b) Using simple embedding. Intermediate layer is passed through
communication channel.
Figure 2: Simple embedding of a deep network
embed an existing DL model in our proposed frame-
work. Complex deep networks consist of many layers
and we use them in our framework using a layer separa-
tion mechanism. At the first step, we must choose the
optimal intermediate layer from a deep network. Then
we can store the layers before the intermediate layer on
the mobile as a feature extractor, and the layers after
that in the cloud server as the classifier (see Figure 1).
Choosing the intermediate layer from higher layers
of the network intrinsically comes with privacy compro-
mises. In [31], the authors reconstruct an original image
from each layer and the accuracy of reconstruction de-
creases by using higher layers. As we go up through the
deep network layers, the features get more specific to the
classification task [47] and irrelevant information to the
specific classification will be gradually lost. Hence, by
using the layer separation mechanism, we achieve two
important objectives simultaneously: (i) we end up with
the feature extractor easily, and (ii) we benefit from the
intrinsic characteristics of DL models for classification
tasks. This approach satisfies the initial criteria we set
for our proposed framework. In this paper, we refer to
this embedding as the simple embedding. The training
and test phase of this embedding can be seen in Fig-
ure 2. In section 6 we will evaluate the efficiency of this
approach.
Moreover, experiments show that the accuracy of CT1
does not decrease, when we reduce the dimension of the
intermediate feature with Principle Component Analy-
sis (PCA). Having done this, we can highly reduce the
communication overhead between the client and server.
We refer to this embedding (with PCA applied) as the
reduced simple embedding.
Deep networks disentangle the underlying variations
in training distribution [7]. They learn invariant fea-
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(a) Training advanced embedding with Siamese structure where
we have identical network structure and weights connected by
dashed lines are equal.
(b) Using advanced embedding (with PCA projection and noise
addition in client side and reconstruction and classification in
server side)
Figure 3: Advanced embedding of a deep network
tures which are useful for many tasks at the same time.
This useful feature of deep networks, learning general
features, adversely affects the privacy of deep networks.
For our exemplar task, we need to manipulate the inter-
mediate layer and extract a new feature in a way that
one could not identify the person in an image using a
cloud-based face recognition model. One way to do this
is to have a many to one mapping. This is the main idea
behind k-anonymity. Suppose k different male images
are mapped to one feature vector. Having this vector,
an attacker will have confusion between k possible iden-
tities. We use the Siamese network [10] to accomplish
this task. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first time that the Siamese network is used as a privacy
preservation technique.
In order to increase the privacy when revealing mobile
information to the server, we can fine-tune the existing
deep model in a specific manner and test it in a different
way. Our main contribution here relies on fine-tuning
the model with the Siamese architecture, based on the
chosen intermediate layer. Fine-tuning with Siamese ar-
chitecture results in a feature space where objects with
the same CT1 classes cluster in together. Due to this
transformation, classification borders of CT2 get faded,
consequently CT2 becomes harder or even impossible,
while the CT1 is not affected. This approach makes
the feature extractor more private, while preserving the
privacy for the user against inference attacks on the
cloud. We refer to this embedding as the Siamese em-
bedding, where Siamese fine-tuning is applied. In addi-
tion, we can reduce the dimensions of the intermediate
feature without any deficiency; we refer to this embed-
ding method as the reduced Siamese embedding.
Another method which increases the client privacy
and inference uncertainty of unauthorized tasks is noise
addition. A service provider can determine a noise ad-
dition strategy for its clients in order to increase the
uncertainty of other undesired tasks. We refer to noisy
embedding whenever we use noise addition within the
feature extractor. We refer to the noisy reduced Siamese
embedding as the advanced embedding. In order to see
the effect of Siamese fine-tuning, dimensionality reduc-
tion and noise addition, advanced embedding is shown
in Figure 3.
When the Siamese network fine-tuning is applied, ob-
jects within the same class are clustered. By choosing
the appropriate noise level, borders of all classification
tasks, except CT1, would be faded. This will not hap-
pen for simple embedding, because it does not have the
property of Siamese feature space. As a result, the ad-
vanced embedding would be expected to have higher
privacy protection against CT2 than the noisy simple
embedding, while it has almost the same accuracy of
CT1. Hence in the feature extractor module of advanced
embedding, the following steps should be taken:
• Applying primary layers (which are fine-tuned with
the Siamese network).
• Projecting the result on PCA Eigenvectors to re-
duce the dimensionality.
• Adding noise to the projection.
The classifier module should do these steps:
• Reconstructing the PCA projections.
• Applying remaining layers to get the final result.
In what follows we discuss our Siamese fine-tuning,
dimensionality reduction and noise addition strategy in
details.
3.1 Siamese Privacy Embedding
The Siamese architecture has been used in verifica-
tion applications for long times [10]. It provides us with
a kernel space, where similarity between the data points
is defined in by their euclidean distance. The main idea
of Siamese network is forcing the representations of two
similar points to become near each other, and the repre-
sentations of two dissimilar points become far. In order
to do this, our training dataset should consists of pairs
of similar and dissimilar points. For a pair of points, one
function is applied to both of them and their value dis-
tance is computed. A contrastive loss function should
4
(a) Traditional Siamese architecture (b) Siamese architecture for classification (c) Siamese architecture for privacy
Figure 4: Siamese architecture usage
be defined in a way that making this distance maxi-
mize for two dissimilar points and being minimized for
two similar points. An appropriate such loss function is
defined in [16] and we use it in our application:
L(f1, f2) =
{
‖f1 − f2‖2 similar
max(0,margin− ‖f1 − f2‖)2 dissimilar
(1)
Where f1 and f2 are the mappings of data points.
You can see a traditional architecture of Siamese net-
work in figure 4a.
Consider the face verification application as an exam-
ple. We want to determine whether two images belong
to the same person or not. We should prepare a dataset
consists of pairs of face images, some of them are similar
and belong to the one person and some are not. Then
by using a convolutional neural network as a feature ex-
tractor and imposing a contrastive loss function, we can
train a similarity metric between face images.
Although the Siamese network is not designed for
classification in its traditional definition, it works in
our scenario. In [44], Sun et al. aim to create a face
representation which is useful for both verification and
identification tasks. They use a deep model which rec-
ognizes an identity with a softmax layer at the end. In
this work, the last layer before the softmax provides a
good representation for the image. Hence, pictures of
the same person should be close to each other in this
kernel space. They have used a Siamese network to
force these representations to be close to each other.
Having this constraint, they have a new Siamese net-
work which also tries to classify each data points. You
can see the architecture in Figure 4b. The two convolu-
tional networks are the same and they are used just for
training. In the test phase we just use one side of the
network, so one of them is sufficient due to having the
same parameters.
We take advantage of this kind of network to achieve
our privacy preservation objectives. Our approach is
based on the core idea of k-anonymity. Ideally we want
to design a way to create a many to one mapping be-
tween objects with the same CT1 class and different CT2
class, (e.g. pictures of women with different personali-
ties), to one point. In this case, CT1 get more robust,
while CT2 (e.g. identification) get harder than before.
Siamese network can provide us with this many to one
mapping.
As an example, suppose CT2 is an identification task.
Unlike in [44] where the representations for the same
person are forced to be near each other, we force map-
pings of different persons (objects with different CT2
class) to be near each other. Our training data con-
sists of pairs pictures from different identities. Defining
similarity is based on CT1. For the gender classifica-
tion, we consider images in a pair as similar, if they are
from the same gender (two men or two women), and
dissimilar if they are not (one man and one woman).
For this application, we use the Siamese network as in
Figure 4c. Similarly for the emotion recognition, face
images which have the same emotion are considered as
similar and if they do not have the same emotion they
are dissimilar.
Choosing the intermediate layer is another issue which
we consider. We could use the previous layer of soft-
max as in [44], or we can use any other middle layer
and define the contrastive loss on that. It is the service
provider that decides how much of the network should
be on mobile phone and how much of that should be
in cloud. For example a service provider may decide
to split the network from the fifth pooling layer. In
this scenario, we should choose the output of this layer
as our feature vector and define the contrastive loss on
this layer. Sending the raw intermediate feature could
burden the user with high communication cost. In or-
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Figure 5: The effect of noise addition on the two di-
mensional intermediate feature space. Blue and green
points show the objects of the first and second class,
respectively. Consider x1 and suppose we reach point
z1 after noise addition. Having z1, we can not recog-
nize the source node, because all the dotted lines have
nearly the same distance and we are in doubt between
these six points, which include 30% of all the points.
der to reduce this cost, we suggest using dimensionality
reduction.
3.2 Dimensionality Reduction
After training with the Siamese structure, the ser-
vice provider should collect intermediate features from
all training data and apply PCA on them. The ser-
vice provider should choose k as the dimension number
of reduced space and give the projection matrix to the
most informative k dimensional linear subspace (space
of k principal components with higher Eigenvalues) to
the mobile client. The user can use this projection ma-
trix to create a highly reduced size feature and send
it to the server. As the projection matrix is known to
the service provider, it can reconstruct the feature from
the reduced one, based on PCA eigenvectors. The most
important benefit of this procedure is the reduction in
communication cost. As we will show in Section 6, this
procedure does not affect significantly on CT1 accuracy.
3.3 Noise Addition
After reducing feature dimensionality, we add a Gaus-
sian noise to each dimension of feature. The variance of
this noise would be determined by the service provider
based on their priorities. The effect of noising mech-
anism is shown in Figure 5. A Siamese network pro-
vides k-anonymity by mapping different objects from
the same classes of CT1 to the same point in feature
space, while in practice, these points will have a small
distance from each other, which is not negligible. Siamese
network cluster objects from the same CT1 classes and
make them further from the others. Due to this close-
ness, the CT1 class of a noisy point would remain fixed,
while the CT2 class of the noisy point would likely to be
changed. After fine-tuning with the Siamese network,
adding a small amount of Gaussian noise to each point
results in a higher privacy of CT2, without a significant
decrease in CT1 accuracy. Experiments in Section 6
confirm this conclusion.
This mechanism is not efficient in the simple em-
bedding scenario in the absence of the Siamese feature
space, where intra-class variance is decreased and inter-
class variance is increased for CT1. Experiments show
that the Siamese fine tuning makes the tradeoff be-
tween CT1 accuracy and CT2 privacy significantly bet-
ter. Naturally, increasing the noise variance causes an
increase in the CT2 privacy and a decrease in CT1 ac-
curacy. Hence we need a tradeoff between these two
requirements based on their context by changing noise
variance. The noise addition mechanism is efficient when
we are in a low dimensional space. Comparison of dis-
tance is ineffective in high dimension and measuring
uncertainty is more challenging. Consequently, we ap-
ply noise addition after reducing the dimensions of the
intermediate features.
4. PRIVACY MEASUREMENT METHODS
In this section we measure the privacy of extracted
features for CT1 in client side. We show the way in
which information needed for CT2 is removed and the
extracted feature is specific to CT1. In order to do this
we use the transfer learning [47] approach for determin-
ing the degree of generality or specificity of features in
each layer of deep networks
4.1 Transfer Learning
For determining the degree of generality or specificity
of features in each layer of deep networks, we use trans-
fer learning [47]. Suppose we have a trained network
N1 for CT1 (Figure 6a). We build and train network
N2 for CT2 (Figure 6b) with the following procedure:
• Copy weights from the first i layers of N1 to the
first i layers of N2;
• Initialize the reminding layers of N2 randomly (Fig-
ure 6c);
• Freeze the first i layers of N2 (do not update their
weights) ;
• Train N2 on CT2 (Figure 6d).
After the training procedure, the accuracy obtained
for CT2 is directly related to the degree of specificity or
generality of the extracted feature from i’th layer. As
we get lower general accuracy for CT2, the feature is
more specific to CT1.
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(a) Trained network for CT1 (N1)
(b) Network of CT2 (N2)
(c) Primary weight are copied from N1 and frozen. The other
layers have random weights.
(d) Trained network on CT2 with transfer learning
Figure 6: Transfer Learning
4.2 Feature Extractor Validation
As the client part of the application is in the public
domain, we require a method for confirming the fea-
ture extractor’s privacy, based on some input samples.
Specifically, the noise addition mechanism is necessary
and evidently, should be known on the client side.
Suppose we have a dataset and we want to validate
the privacy level of the feature extractor. We can get
all the intermediate features and apply noise to them.
Having all these features and a fixed noisy data point
such as z, we can calculate the likelihood of each CT2
class. In order to do this, we estimate P (z|ci) in this
way:
P (z|ci) =
∫
x
P (z, x|ci)dx
=
∫
x
P (z|x, ci)P (x|ci)dx
(2)
Conditioned on x, ci is independent of z, so we have:
P (z|ci) =
∫
x
P (z|x)P (x|ci)dx
= Ex∼P (x|ci)[P (z|x)]
(3)
Assuming Xi = {x1, x2, ..., xNi} is the set of points
from class ci in our dataset, we can estimate the above
expected value with sample mean; so we can estimate
P (z|ci) with:
P̂ (z|ci) = 1
Nci
∑
xj∈X
Class(xj)=ci
P (z|xj) (4)
In this way, we can compute the relative likelihood
of each class given a noisy data point. As we know
the correct class of that point, we can determine the
number of classes with a higher probability than the
correct class. Hence, we can define the rank of likelihood
of the right class as the privacy of that noisy point. We
want this measure to have a normalized value between 0
and 1, so we divide it by T , the number of CT2 classes:
Privacy(z) =
Ranklikelihood(class(z))
T
Now, having intermediate features of N samples (with
N noisy points generated by them), we can estimate the
privacy of the transmitted data by:
Privacy total =
N∑
i=1
Privacy(zi)
N
We can define this as a measure for quantifying pri-
vacy. In the next sections, we simply refer to this metric
as Privacy. With this measure, we can calculate how
much privacy is preserved and also validate the privacy
of the transmitted data.
5. DATASETS AND APPLICATIONS
In this section, we introduce the datasets used for
our evaluations, and then we discuss the application
scenarios. We apply transfer learning and privacy mea-
surements to evaluate the efficiency of our proposed
framework. We consider two important applications:
gender classification and emotion detection, which have
different deep structures. We consider the adversary
classification task (CT2) as face recognition. In order
to evaluate with transfer learning, we use the state of
the art VGG-16 model for face recognition, presented
in [36]. We fine-tune their pre-trained model and get
75% accuracy on a 100 class classification task.
5.1 Datasets
We use the IMDB dataset for evaluating face recog-
nition, Wiki and LFW dataset for gender classification
and SFEW-2 for emotion detection.
5.1.1 IMDB
This dataset [36] contains 1,000 images from 2,622
highly-ranked celebrities on the IMDB website, for face
recognition. The images are full height, so we detect
and crop the faces for our recognition task. We ran-
domly selected 100 different celebrities from this dataset
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Figure 7: 16 layer VGG-16 structure [43]
and divide their images to training and validation sets
to evaluate our face recognition model. For each per-
son we use 500 images for training and 100 images for
validation.
5.1.2 Wiki
Rothe et al. [41] prepared a huge dataset, named
IMDB-Wiki, which is useful for age and gender esti-
mation. We use the Wiki part of this dataset which
contains 62,359 images to fine-tune our models. We use
45,000 images as training data and the rest as test data.
We also evaluate our privacy measurement technique on
this dataset.
5.1.3 LFW
Labeled Face in the Wild (LFW) [18] is an uncon-
strained face database containing 13,233 images from
5,749 individuals. It contains various possible daily con-
ditions of people so the pose, lighting, race, accessories,
occlusions, and background of its images are in natural
settings. We use this dataset to test our gender classi-
fication models and compare them with others.
5.1.4 SFEW-2
Static Facial Expression in the Wild (SFEW) is an
emotion detection benchmark [11]. We use the latest
version [12] which consists of face images in seven emo-
tional classes. This dataset contains 891 and 431 images
for training and validation respectively.
5.2 Gender Classification
In a gender classification task, the goal is to clas-
sify an individuals’ image to Male or Female. This
has various applications in different systems such as
human-computer interaction system, surveillance sys-
tems and targeted advertising [34]. Some techniques
use face image as input to classifier, while others use
the whole body image or a silhouette. In this paper
we use cropped face images for the gender classifica-
tion task. Recently, deep convolutional neural networks
have been used for this problem [27,38,41]. In this work
we use the model proposed in [41] with 94% accuracy,
based on VGG-16, the popular 16-layer deep model for
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Figure 8: 8 layer VGG-S structure [9]
image classification [43] (see Figure 7).
5.3 Emotion Detection
Emotion detection from facial expression is becoming
exceedingly important for social media analysis tasks.
In this problem, emotions are classified based on the in-
dividuals’ facial expressions on images. Recently, deep
learning has been demonstrated to be effective in solv-
ing this problem [28, 32]. Different deep models are
proposed and compared in [28]. We choose the VGG-
S RGB model which is based on VGG-S structure [9],
an 8-layer deep model which is popular for image clas-
sification (see Figure 8). The accuracy of doing emo-
tion detection by using this model is 39.5% on SFEW-2
dataset.
6. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we evaluate and analyze the accuracy
and privacy of different embeddings with different in-
termediate layers, by using our proposed measuring pri-
vacy tools: transfer learning, and privacy measurement.
Although all of these embedding preserve privacy, ap-
plying Siamese fine-tuning is more efficient in a way
that increase privacy considerably, whereas it does not
decrease the accuracy of desired task. In addition, we
show how dimensionality reduction has positive effects
on privacy. Finally, we evaluate our framework on mo-
bile phone and discuss its advantages regarding to other
solutions.
6.1 Evaluation of Gender Classification
In this part, we apply transfer learning and privacy
measurement on different intermediate layers of gender
classification and face recognition models, in order to
show the privacy of our framework. We set CT1 as the
gender classification task and CT2 as the face recogni-
tion task. We use the VGG-16 model proposed at [41] in
the simple embedding. In order to get the Siamese em-
bedding, we use the pre-trained network of [41] and ini-
tiate a privacy Siamese structure (Figure 4c) with that.
We divide the Wiki dataset to train and test set and fine
tune our network based on a chosen intermediate layer.
To create the reduced simple and Siamese embeddings,
we apply PCA on the intermediate features of simple
and Siamese embeddings, respectively. We choose 4, 6
and 8 as the PCA dimension for Conv5 3, Conv5 2 and
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Figure 9: Gender Classification. Comparison of simple,
reduced simple, Siamese and reduced Siamese embed-
ding on different intermediate layers, while doing trans-
fer learning. Accuracy of the original face recognition
is 75%.
Conv5 1 respectively.
The result of transfer learning for different embed-
dings on different intermediate layers are presented in
Figure 9. Overall, applying (reduced) simple or Siamese
embedding results in a considerable decrease in the ac-
curacy of face recognition from Conv5 1 to Conv5 3.
The reason of this trend is that as we go up through the
layers, the features of each layer will be more specific
to the gender classification (CT1). That is to say, the
features of each layer do not have information related
to face recognition (CT2) as much as even its previous
layer. In addition, for all of the layers, face recognition
accuracy of Siamese embedding is by far less than the
accuracy of simple embedding. This result has route in
training of Siamese embedding with Siamese network
which causes a dramatic drop in the accuracy. As it
is shown in Figure 9, when Conv5 3 is chosen as the
intermediate layer in Siamese embedding, the accuracy
of face recognition is 2.3%, just ahead of random accu-
racy. Another interesting point of this figure is the ef-
fect of dimensionality reduction on the accuracy of face
recognition. The reduced simple and Siamese embed-
dings has lower face recognition accuracy than simple
and Siamese embedding, respectively.
To see how much these changes adversely affect ac-
curacy of desired task which is gender classification,
we report different embeddings accuracies in table 1.
The results of table 1 convey two important messages.
First, as the gender classification accuracy of Siamese
and simple embedding are approximately the same, ap-
plying Siamese idea does not decrease accuracy of de-
sired task. The other important result is that Siamese
embedding is more robust to PCA than the simple em-
Table 1: Accuracy of Gender Classification on Different
Embeddings. (PCA Dimension for reduced embeddings
with Conv5-1, Conv5-2, and Conv5-3 as Intermediate
Layer Is 8, 6, and 4 Respectively.)
Accuracy on LFW
Conv5-1 Conv5-2 Conv5-3
simple 94% 94% 94%
reduced simple 89.7% 87% 94%
Siamese 92.7% 92.7% 93.5%
reduced Siamese 91.3% 92.9% 93.3%
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Figure 10: Accuracy vs. privacy for gender classifica-
tion using VGG-16 structure in advanced embedding
(conv5 3 is the intermediate layer)
bedding. In other words, gender classification accuracy
of reduced Siamese embedding is close to Siamese em-
bedding, whereas dimensionality reduction damage the
accuracy of simple embedding. Figure 9 and table 1
show that applying the Siamese network and dimen-
sionality reduction results in preserving privacy while
gender classification accuracy does not decrease dra-
matically.
In order to validate the feature extractor, we use the
rank measure proposed in Section 4.2. By increasing
the noise variance, we get more privacy and less accu-
racy. The service provider should gives us an accuracy-
privacy curve (like Figure 10) and we can build exactly
the same result with this kind of privacy measurement
(which is independent of face recognition model).
In fact privacy and accuracy can be considered as
two competing constraints and increasing the privacy
of face recognition comes with a decrease in accuracy of
gender classification. We show this dependency in Fig-
ure 10, where we can see the superiority of the advance
embedding (noisy reduced Siamese) over noisy reduced
simple embedding. From this figure, it is evident that
by increasing privacy, gender classification accuracy de-
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Figure 11: Accuracy vs. privacy for gender classifica-
tion using VGG-16 structure and advanced embedding
with different intermediate layers
creases more slowly in advanced embedding than other
embeddings. This makes the advanced embedding the
ideal choice as we have better privacy on a fixed accu-
racy level.
Another interesting experiment shows that choosing
intermediate layers from higher ones, gives us better
privacy for a fixed accuracy. This trend is shown in
Figure 11, where the accuracy-privacy curve is upper
for higher layers than lower layers. For a fixed accu-
racy, higher layer gives us more privacy. This validates
our results of transfer learning in a way that choosing
intermediate layers which are closer to the end of the
network results in having a lower face recognition accu-
racy.
6.2 Evaluation of Emotion Detection
In this part, we want to evaluate our framework on
emotion detection task, so CT1 is emotion detection and
CT2 is face recognition. We use the VGG-S RGB pre-
trained network of [28] in the simple embedding. We
fine tune their model with Siamese structure on the
training part of SFEW-2 dataset and get the Siamese
embedding. As VGG-S has smaller structure in com-
parison with VGG-16 (8 layer vs. 16 layer), we just
evaluate our embedding on one intermediate layer which
is Conv5. We choose 10 as the PCA dimension and get
reduced simple and Siamese embedding.
We test different embeddings with the transfer learn-
ing and the result are shown in Figure 12. The accu-
racy of the face recognition model is decreased for all
embeddings. Similar to the gender classification appli-
cation, the Siamese embedding works better than sim-
ple embedding and dimensionality reduction helps with
privacy protection.
The effect of different embeddings on emotion detec-
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Figure 12: Emotion Detection. Comparison of simple,
reduced simple, Siamese and reduced Siamese embed-
ding on Conv5 as intermediate layer, while doing trans-
fer learning. Accuracy of the original face recognition
is 75%.
Table 2: Comparison of Different Deep Models Applied
on Emotion Detection. Intermediate Layer is Conv5.
Accuracy on SFEW-2
simple [28] 40%
Siamese 38%
reduced simple 31%
reduced Siamese 32%
tion are reported in Table 2. It is evident that the
Siamese embedding does not decrease emotion detec-
tion accuracy significantly, while dimensionality reduc-
tion has amajor impact on this task.
The results of the feature extractor validation are
shown in Figure 13, where the advanced embedding
curve is above the noisy reduced simple curve. By hav-
ing a fixed accuracy level, we can have higher privacy for
advanced embedding. Results of the both applications
show that our framework is application, and model, in-
dependent. The Siamese structure improves privacy,
while reducing the dimensionality does not hurt the
CT1 accuracy and lowers the communication cost. We
can use the validation method to quantify the privacy
level, without access to the cloud-based face recognition
model.
6.3 Mobile Evaluation
As shown in Figure 14 the number of parameters of
the fully connected layers in the deep network are by
far more than the number of parameters of the con-
volutional layers. In our framework, only some con-
volutional layers are loaded on the mobile, hence the
memory overhead will see a significant drop, resulting
in a considerable decrease in the model initialization
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Figure 13: Accuracy vs. privacy for emotion detec-
tion using VGG-S structure and advanced embedding.
(Conv5 is the intermediate layer)
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Figure 14: Percentage of parameters of each layer of
VGG-S model
time and consequently power consumption [20]. More
importantly, by reducing the dimensionality of the in-
termediate layer to less than 10, we only need to send
a very low dimensional vector to the cloud. Although
we perform some simple calculations on the mobile, this
does reduce the communication cost considerably. Re-
garding the execution time, we utilize the cloud for the
inference stage, so the only bottleneck is passing the in-
put through the convolutional layers which are set on
the mobile. Different methods such as compression [20]
and sparsification [8] also try to reduce the cost of apply-
ing convolutional layers and can be used in our frame-
work.
Most of the variations of trained model architectures
under the proposed embedding approach have largely
the same runtime performance. For the following exper-
iments we use the same oﬄoading layer as described ear-
lier. Our smartphone implementation (based on Qual-
comm Snapdragon 800) on average has an execution
time and energy consumption per inference for the ini-
tial convolutional layers are executed locally as seen in
Table 3. The values reported in this table are averages
across all variations of architectures discussed but with
oﬄoading occurring (and the remainder of the model
executed by the cloud) at the same layer in all. Table 3
does not report any of the cloud related energy or other
resource costs.
Table 3: Average values over multiple runs for the Em-
bedded Architecture
Latency 103msec
Energy 13mj
7. RELATED WORK
In this section, we describe the prior works on us-
ing deep learning on mobile phones and on privacy-
preserving analytics systems.
7.1 Deep learning on mobile phone
Using pre-trained deep learning models can increase
accuracy of different mobile sensors; e.g. in [23], Lane
et al. use a 3 layer DNN which does not overburden the
hardware. Complex networks with more layers need
more processing power. DNN architectures such as the
16-layer model (VGG-16 ) proposed in [43] and the 8-
layer model (VGG-S ) proposed in [9] which are more
complex, are implemented on the mobile in [20], and the
resource usage such as time, CPU and energy overhead,
are reported. As most of the state-of-the-art DNNs are
pretty large in scale, fully evaluating all the layers on
mobile results in serious drawbacks in processing time
and memory requirements. Some methods are proposed
to approximate these complex functions with simpler
ones to reduce the cost of inference. Kim et al. [20]
aim to compress deep models and in [8] the authors
use sparsification and kernel separation. However, the
increase in efficiency of these methods comes with a
decrease in accuracy of the model.
There are several processor on the mobile which can
be used for inferencing. CPU, GPU, and DSP are such
processors. Alternative DNN models have been imple-
mented which use the GPU for faster processing. The
DNN implementation on GPU in [20] has burdens on
the battery, hence it is not a feasible solution for some
practical applications that either users frequently use it
or continuously require it for long periods [22]. On the
other hand, recent devices have DSP modules though
their capacity for programming and storage can be lim-
ited. To tackle these problems, Lane et al. [22] have
implemented a software accelerator called DeepX for
large-scale DNN to reduce the resources while the mo-
bile is doing inference by using different kinds of mobile
processor simultaneously.
7.2 Learning with privacy
Prior works have approached the problem of privacy
in machine learning from different point of views. Some
approaches attempt to remove the irrelevant informa-
tion by increasing the amount of uncertainty, while oth-
ers try to hide information using cryptographic opera-
tions. Early works in this space mainly focus on publish-
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ing datasets for learning tasks [4, 5, 19, 45]. Their main
concern is to publish a dataset consists of high level
features for data mining tasks (e.g., medical database
consisting of patients details), while preserving the in-
dividuals’ privacy. Solutions such as randomized noise
addition [4, 5], k-anonymity by generalization and sup-
pression [25, 29, 30] are proposed and surveyed in [3].
These methods have some major problems. They are
just appropriate for low-dimensional data due to the
curse of dimensionality [2], hence they are not fit most
of the multimedia data.A variety of attacks make many
these methods unreliable [3].
Differential privacy [14] is another method provides
an exact way to publish statistics of a database with
specified amount of privacy. A learning model trained
on some dataset can be considered as a high level statis-
tic of that dataset. Recently [42] proposed concern of
privacy for deep learning and [1] provided differential
private deep learning model.
In dataset publishing, training applicability of a gen-
eralized data is important, while in this paper we deal
with the cases where model training has been done al-
ready by a cloud service (e.g., Facebook or Google using
their image data). In model publishing, mainly the pri-
vacy of users participating in training data is of concern.
In our scenario, the user might want to protect a single
image, hence neither publishing a dataset nor releasing
statistics from it are directly relevant to our problem.
7.3 Privacy in image analytics
Privacy preservation has also been addressed in ma-
chine vision community. A good survey of all methods
attempted to provide visual privacy, can be found in
[35], which classifies different methods to five categories:
intervention, blind vision, secure processing, redaction
and data hiding. Our work is similar in spirit to de-
identification works, a subcategory of redaction meth-
ods. The goal of these methods is to purturbe the indi-
viduals’ faces in images in such a way that they can not
be recognized by a face recognition system. A funda-
mental work in this category is presented in [33], which
targets privacy issue in video surveillance data. The
aim of this work is to publish a transformed dataset,
where individuals are not identifiable. They show that
using simple image filtering can not guarantee privacy
and suggest K-same algorithm, based on k-anonymity,
aiming to create average face images and replace them
with the original ones. A shortcoming of this work is
the lack of protection against future analyses on the
dataset. Lots of works followed this idea and tried to
improve it, mainly with the goal of publishing a dataset
that is different from us. Their goal is not to protect pri-
vacy of a new face image, which is our concern. Follow-
up works aim to transform a face image in a way that
it is unrecognizable, while other analytics such as gen-
der classification is possible. Most of the works in this
area use visual filters or morphing to make the image
unrecognizable [21,38].
One of the main issues with prior privacy preserva-
tion methods is the lack of a privacy guarantee against
new models due to engineering features against specific
learning tasks. In most cases the learning task is not
explicitly defined. Moreover, many works ignore the ac-
curacy constraints of the learning task in their privacy
preservation method. We address this issue in an ad-
versarial setting. We optimize a cost function which
consist of data privacy and model accuracy terms. We
then use the Siamese network to solve this optimization.
An alternative approach to privacy preservation in
machine learning is reliance on encryption. In [6], the
authors provide a secure protocol for machine learn-
ing. In [15], the neural network is held in cloud. They
encrypt the input of neural network in a way that in-
ference becomes applicable on encrypted message. This
approach has important, yet highly complex operations,
making it infeasible for mobile systems. Mainly, the
throughput is the same for inference on a single im-
age or a batch. In addition neural network should be
changed in a complex way to enable homomorphic en-
cryption taking 250 seconds on a PC, which makes it
impractical in terms of usability on a mobile.
8. DISCUSSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
In this paper, we presented a new hybrid framework
for efficient privacy preserving analytics on mobile sys-
tems. Our framework consists of a feature extractor and
classifier, where the former is placed on the client side
and the later on the server side. We embed deep neu-
ral networks, specially convolutional neural networks in
this framework to benefit from their accuracy and lay-
ered architecture. In order to protect the data privacy
against unauthorized tasks, we used the Siamese archi-
tecture, creating a feature which is specific to the de-
sired task. This is in contrast to today’s ordinary deep
networks in which the created features are generic and
can be used for different tasks. Removing the unde-
sired information from the extracted feature results in
achieving privacy for the user. Evaluating our frame-
work by splitting the layers between the mobile and the
cloud and by targeted noise addition, we achieved high
accuracy on the desired tasks, while heavily decreasing
any inference potential for other tasks.
Our framework is currently designed for pre-trained
machine learning inferences. In ongoing work we are
extending our method by designing a framework for
Learning as a Service, where the users could share their
data, in a privacy-preserving manner, to train a new
learning model. Another potential extension to our
framework will be providing support for other kinds of
neural networks such as recurrent neural network and
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also other applications for speech or video processing.
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